
larly, combined with the physical 
effects of hosting a gestating human 
being, giving birth, sleep deprivation 
and general exhaustion. Yet these 
pale in comparison to the stress and 
anxiety of an unstable pregnancy 
provoked by tear gas and the short- 
age of information relating to associ- 
ated health risks. 

There is no proof that tear gas is 
safe for public consumption. If any- 
thing, the scant research that has 
been conducted in this area indicates 
that there are grounds to assume it is 
unsafe, especially for people at par- 
ticular risk. An outstanding example 
is risk to prenatal development. I 
went to Quebec City as a citizen 
exercising my democratic right to 
protest. I was Jane Public, one of 
over 50,000 people who felt strongly 
enough about globalization to stand 
up and be counted. There is no rea- 
sonabIe way that I or the vast major- 
ity could be perceived as a security 
threat. Yet, we were gassed repeat- 
edly. For many people, the Quebec 
Summit was an intensely politiciz- 
ing event. It certainly confirmed my 
own commitment to resisting the 
negative effects of globalization and 

fighting to protect civil liberties. But: 
the urgent need for thorough testing 
of the human toxicity of tear gas 
prior to any further dissemination of 
the compounds must be underscored 
This must become part of the policy 
agenda surrounding Canadian civil 
liberties, health, and safety. 

jenny Foster is a Ph. D. candiddte in 
Environmental Studies a t  York Uni- 
versity. She is an active member of 
CUPE 3903 and mother of Theresa 
Fhnn 0 Dacre. 
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HOLLY DAY 

Floor Pie 

when  dreams of escape fade 
into wasted breath 
she  picks u p  her  memories 

like cloudy marbles 
whispers, 
"this is what  pockets are made  for" 

those m e n  in the hall  
a re  like needles 

that shouldn't b e  used again. 

l Holly Day's poetry appears earlier in this volume. 

Globalization 
and Information 

SpecialIssue of Information 
for Social Change 

edited by Ruth Rikowski 

Libraries and Information , 
along with so many other public 

services, are under serious 
threat from the GATS 
and global capitalism. 

T h e  special issue of 
Infirmation fir Social Change 
(No. 14, Winter 2001/2002) 

on "Globalisation 
and Information" is now out! 

The issue includes articles by: 

Patrick Almley (University of 
Greenwich, and his latest book 

is Learning Policy: Towards 
the Certtfied SocietyJ; 

Annalese Dodds (Edinburgh 
University and the Cuba 

Solidarity Campaign); 
Fiona Hunt (Information 
Literacy Librarian, Zayed 

University, and moderator of a 
WTO-related list serve); 

Clare Joy (Campaign Officer, 
World Development 

Movement); Shahrzad Mojhab 
(University of Toronto and 

editor of C~nver~enceJournal); 
Jonathan Rutherford 

(Middlesex University, and his 
latest book is The Art of L$); 

and many more . . . 

"Imagine a world without 
libraries . . . it could happen!" 
British Columbia Library 
Association, Vancouver 

Information3r Social Change 
http://libr.org/ISC/TOC.html 

For details, pls contact: 
john.pateman@merton.gov.uk 
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